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The QQE is a bit of a mystery indicator based on Welles Wilder’s RSI. While we have been unable to determine its origins, it seems to be something often discussed or requested on message boards and forums.

Q QE is based on a smoothed RSI value and the smoothed RSI is plotted. Then, the absolute value of the change in smoothed RSI values from bar to bar is calculated and averaged twice. This double-smoothed value is then multiplied by two user-specified constants to create two additional lines that are also plotted (SlowTL and FastTL). Several inputs are provided so that the user can configure the indicator.

How the indicator is used varies from trader to trader; as a trending indication, look for the SmoothRSI to cross above or below the 50 level.

As an oscillator much like the RSI it is based on, you can watch for overbought or oversold conditions. Generally greater than or equal to 70 is overbought, while an oversold condition is generally less than or equal to 30.

Divergence is another way to use Q QE; looking for divergences between the Q QE momentum and price momentum can be effective in identifying potential reversal points.

Look for the SmoothRSI to cross above or below the SlowTL dotted plot for alert confirmations.

Time Frames

Although not a lot has been written about Q QE, it can be used on any symbol at any bar interval. Keep in mind that RSI (the basis for Q QE) was developed using daily data, so that might be a good place to start here.
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Inputs

- **RSIPrice(Close)** {the price to be used in the calculation of the RSI}
- **RSILength(14)** {the number of bars to be used in the calculation of the RSI}
- **RSISmoothLength(5)** {the length of the exponential moving average of the RSI; this value determines the smoothing factor used in the exponential moving average calculation}
- **ATRLength(27)** {the length of the exponential moving average of the true range of the smoothed RSI}
- **ATRSmoothLength(27)** {the length of the exponential moving average of the true range of the smooth RSI}
- **FastATRMult(2.618)** {a scaling factor that is multiplied by the moving average of the moving average of the true range of the smooth RSI}
- **SlowATRMult(4.236)** {a scaling factor that is multiplied by the moving average of the moving average of the true range of the smooth RSI}
- **SmoothRSIAlertLevel(50)** {if alerts are enabled for the indicator, an alert will be triggered if the smoothed RSI crosses the level specified by this input}

Plots

- **Plot1(SmoothRSI)**
- **Plot2(FastTL)**
- **Plot3(SlowTL)**
- **Plot4(SmoothRSIAlertLevel)**

Alert Criteria

- if SmoothRSI crosses over SmoothRSIAlertLevel
- if SmoothRSI crosses under SmoothRSIAlertLevel
Function Provided
The QQE calculations are provided as an EasyLanguage function so that you can use this idea in strategies or other indicators.

Function EL Code

inputs:
double RSIPrice( Close ), { the price to be used in the calculation of the RSI }
int RSILength( 14 ), { the number of bars to be used in the calculation of the RSI; this value determines the smoothing factor used in the exponential moving average calculation }
int RSISmoothLength( 5 ), { the length of the exponential moving average of the true range of the smoothed RSI }
int ATRLength( 27 ), { the length of the exponential moving average of the moving average of the true range of the smooth RSI }
int ATRSmoothLength( 27 ), { the length of the exponential moving average of the moving average of the true range of the smooth RSI }
double FastATRMult( 2.618 ), { a scaling factor that is multiplied by the moving average of the true range of the smooth RSI }
double SlowATRMult( 4.236 ), { a scaling factor that is multiplied by the moving average of the true range of the smooth RSI }
double SmoothRSIAllerLevel( 50 ); { if alerts are enabled for the indicator, an alert will be triggered if the smoothed RSI crosses the level specified by this input }

variables:
double RetVal( 0 ), double oSmoothRSI( 0 ),
double oFastTL( 50 ), double oSlowTL( 50 ),
intradabapersist bool OkToPlot( false );

RetVal = QQE( RSIPrice, RSILength, RSISmoothLength, ATRLength, ATRSmoothLength,
FastATRMult, SlowATRMult, oSmoothRSI, oFastTL, oSlowTL );

{ do not plot until all exponential moving averages have stabilized }

once( CurrentBar > 4 * MaxList( RSILength, RSISmoothLength, ATRLength,
ATRSmoothLength ) )
OkToPlot = true ;

if OkToPlot then begin

Plot1( oSmoothRSI, "SmoothRSI" ) ;
Plot2( oFastTL, "FastTL" ) ;
Plot3( oSlowTL, "SlowTL" ) ;
Plot4( SmoothRSIAllerLevel, "SmRSIAllerLev" ) ;

{ alerts }

if AlertEnabled then
if oSmoothRSI crosses over SmoothRSIAllerLevel then
Alert( "SmoothRSI crossing over " + NumToStr(SmoothRSIAllerLevel, 5 ) )
else if oSmoothRSI crosses under SmoothRSIAllerLevel then
Alert( "SmoothRSI crossing under " + NumToStr(SmoothRSIAllerLevel, 5 ) );

end ; // if OkToPlot